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A simple man, my father's son
I know this place, it's where I'm from
But I don't know these streets when I'm with you
Something in this night
Changing everything I thought I knew
I've never seen this part of me
Haven't lost my mind
Tell me that you see, that you see

The moon leaned down to kiss your lips
The starlight falling at you fingertips
The morning sun just waiting to rise
Aching for the moment he can look in your eyes
The shadow scatter cause it can't compete
With the heart of the night falling at your feet
And I'm holding on in all this heat
With all my might, it's like the whole world
The whole world's in love with you tonight

Way down here, deep down inside
Hope is born, where dreams collide
I'm a lucky man, I have just one breath
And my heart to give
Even though it scares me half to death
No one's ever seen this part of me
From this moment on, I swear I'll always see
I'll always see

The moon leaned down to kiss your lips
The starlight falling at you fingertips
The morning sun just waiting to rise
Aching for the moment he can look in your eyes
The shadow scatter cause it can't compete
With the heart of the night falling at your feet
And I'm holding on in all this heat
With all my might, it's like the whole world
Yeah the whole world's in love with you tonight

Yeah

The moon leaned down to kiss your lips
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And the starlight falling at you fingertips
The morning sun just waiting to rise
Aching for the moment he can look in your eyes
The shadow scatter cause it can't compete
With the heart of the night falling at your feet
And I'm holding on in all this heat
With all my might, it's like the whole world
Yeah the whole world's in love with you tonight
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